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- Mr.1S; Sc Burwell-

Licensing Project Manager-* " ' -
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SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATI0fl U 5 gi,7 7
UPPER HEAD T-COLD VERIFICATION fox 42
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Dear fir. Burwell:

Attached is our response to the NRC request for verification that
the te.1;erature assumed for the upper head region of the Reactor
Vresel is appropriate for our LOCA analysis.

This issue is confinnatory item 9 i i our SER.

If you have any questions, please call.

Sincerely,

H. C. Schmidt
AND: tis
Attachment
cc: J. T. Merritt

J. C. v.cykendall
R. L. fates
D. R. Woodlan
A. T. Parker
R. E. Gallard
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ATTACHMENT TO TXX-3417

UPPER HEAD T-COLD VERIFICATION

In order to achieve upper head temperatures in the T-cold zone, bypass
flow was diverted intn the vessel head region. A study was performed
and documented in Refc.ence 1 to determine the amount of broass flew
necessary to achieve T-cold conditJons in the head. As 6. scribed in
Section 2 of Reference 1, an analytical moc'en for wper head temperature
calculation was developed for both UHI and non-UH'. plants. To estimate
the upper head region fluid temperature with the analytical model,
numerous boundary conditions must be kno9n. The boundary conditions
used were based on experimental data obtained from a series of thr P
hydraulic tests conducted at the Westinghouse Forest Hills facility.
These tests 1.are the UHI flow distribution test, the 1/7 scale Udl
upper internals test and the 1/7 scale 414 flow test.

To provide experimental verification of the analytical model, a 1/5
scala model upper head temperature trat was developed as described in
Section 3 of Reference 1. Results for both UHI and non-UHI plants
showed good agreement with analytical predictions. Further confirmation
of the analytical procedures was obtained by an in-plant head fluid
temperature measurement program as descr; bed in Section 4 of Reference 1.
The program included measurements from 2, 3, and 4 loop plants. Both
UHI and non-UHI plants were measured. All three 5
olate desivs (f'at, top hat, and inverted top hat) pes of upper corewere included as
well as both neutron shield configurations (thermal shield and neutron
pad). As reported ii. Section 4 of Reference 1, good agreement was
reached between measurements and the analytical model for the above
spectrum of non-UHI plant types. This provides good assurance that
the upper head fluid camperatures have been adequately calculated by
the anal f.ical model described in Reference 1.

Recent data from a UHI plant (Sequoyah Unit 1), included in the in-plant
head fluid temperature program, also shows good agreement between pre-
dicted and measured upper head temperatures.

In conclusi a , assurance that upper head temperature can be maintained
in the T-cold zone has been provided by a verified analytical technique
as described in rep rence 1.
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